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Installation of a system for the 
mechanized UT inspection of forgings

from the purchase order to integration into the the production
process
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Abstract

Mid of 2010 Actemium NDS in Nuremberg, Germany (NDS), was awarded with 
the delivery and erection of a disk inspection system (SIRO-MAN) by 
Schmiedewerke Gröditz / Germany (SWG). SWG is a major German supplier 
of highest quality turbine components for manufacturers like ALSTOM, 
General Electric and Siemens

This was the second system after the installation of a rotor inspection system 
(TURO-MAN) in 2007.

The system is capable to inspect disk shaped forgings and rings with a 
diameter of 4000 mm, a height of 4000 mm and a weight of 50 metric tons. 
The paper shows all steps form the inquiry to successful setting into operation 
and qualification by the end user

� .
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History

In the late eighties of last century MAN turbine 
division (later sold to ALSTOM) recognized that 
the best approach for a  reliable, well 
reproducible and well documented Ultrasonic 
inspection (UT) of turbine components is a 
mechanized  inspection. 
The first inspection system for this application, 
called TURO-MAN I, was developed by NDS, at 
that time part of the MAN Turbine division, which 
had gained specific expertise by developing 
inspection systems for nuclear components.
Since 20 years TURO_MAN I was used for in 
house applications. Actemium Cegelec is very 
proud to say that this 20 year old manipulator is 
still operable and after some modifications is 
now used as a mobile unit for in-service 
inspections at customers´ sites, another branch 
of NDS.

Fig. 1 TURO-MAN I, installed at former MAN / 
ALSTOM facility
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History

Good experience gained with this first 
system was communicated to forgeries 
and additional inspection systems were 
ordered. Another system, SIRO-MAN, 
Fig. 2, designed for UT inspection of 
gas turbine disks and rings was 
successfully brought to market.

Inspection systems for generator 
retaining rings (Fig. 3), rotor bores, bars 
and plates and hollow shafts of high 
speed trains followed. The listing in Fig. 
4 clearly shows that in the last years a 
strong tendency to switch from manual 
to mechanized inspection was given 
mostly initiated by customers only 
accepting safety relevant components 
with mechanized inspection.

Fig. 2 SIRO-MAN I, installed at the 
facility of Böhler Edelstahl / Austria 

Fig. 3 GERRIE: inspection of generator 
retaining rings (immersion technique)
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Inspection systems delivered by Cegelec NDS

IFM 2011 Pittsburgh September 12th  - 15th  

Type Customer To be inspected Delivere
d

SIRO - MAN I Böhler Edelstahl (A) disks, rings and rotor ends 2000

SIRO - MAN II RD/Tech/Fortech, Pamiers (F) disks, rings and rotor ends 2001

SIRO - MAN III Böhler Edelstahl (A) disks, rings and rotor ends 2008

SIRO - MAN IV ALSTOM, Birr (CH) disks, rings and rotor ends 2008

SIRO - MAN V Saarstahl, Germany disks, rings and rotor ends 2009

SIRO - MAN VI Saarstahl, Germany disks, rings and rotor ends 2009

SIRO - MAN VII ALSTOM, Chattanooga (USA) disks, rings and rotor ends 2009

SIRO – MAN VIII Vilares Metals (Brasil) disks, rings and rotor ends 2011

SIRO - MAN IX Gröditzer Stahlwerke (GER) disks, rings and rotor ends 2011

SIRO - MAN X Forgiatura Mamé (Italy) disks, rings and rotor ends 2011
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Inspection systems delivered by Cegelec NDS

IFM 2011 Pittsburgh September 12th  - 15th  

Type Customer To be inspected Delivere
d

TURO MAN I MAN (GER) turbine and generator shafts 1990

TURO MAN II Societá delle Fucine (Italy) turbine and generator shafts 1999

TURO MAN III Japan Steel Works (Japan) turbine and generator shafts 2003

TURO MAN light Siemens Power Gen. (GER) turbine and generator shafts 2006

TURO MAN IV Gröditzer Stahlwerke (GER) turbine and generator shafts 2007

TURO MAN V Japan Steel Works (Japan) turbine and generator shafts 2009

TURO MAN VI Saarstahl, Germany turbine and generator shafts 2010

TURO MAN VII ALSTOM, Chattanooga (USA) turbine and generator shafts 2010

BORRIE Japan Steel Works (Japan) turbine bore 2008

GERRIE I Energietechnik Essen (GER) generator retaining rings 2006
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Inspection systems delivered by Cegelec NDS

IFM 2011 Pittsburgh September 12th  - 15th  

Type Customer To be inspected Delivered

BORRIE Japan Steel Works (Japan) turbine bore 2008

GERRIE I Energietechnik Essen (GER) generator retaining rings 2006

GERRIE II Japan Steel Works (Japan) generator retaining rings 2010

ARTUS Böhler Bleche (A) high quality bars and plates 2006

Shuttle 1 -78 German train operator DB and 
sister companies

hollow wheelset axles of ICE 
and regional trains

2002 - 2012

Shuttle CD, Prague (CZ) hollow axles 2008

4 + 4 Shuttle Swiss train operator SBB (CH) hollow axles 2009

Shuttle Korean train operator KTX hollow axles 2007

Shuttle Siemens Mobility Graz (A) hollow axles 2010

Shuttle Velaro RUS (RUS) hollow axles 2010
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TURO MAN IV

In the reference list there are two 
lines which are highlighted. First 
the SIRO-MAN IX and second the 
TURO – MAN IV, both delivered to 
SWG. 

This TURO-MAN IV (Fig. 5) is 
designed for the inspection of 
rotors up to a length of 11000 mm, 
a diameter of 1600 mm and a 
weight of 60 metric tons. These 
dimensions are specially adapted 
to the needs of SWG; much bigger 
dimensions have already been 
realized, e.g. to inspect rotors up to 
3500 mm diameter and 400 metric 
tons.

Fig. 5 TURO – MAN IV installed at SWG facility
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Execution of the Project

In late 2007 the TURO-MAN IV was installed at SWG and set into 
operation at the facilities of SWG. Due to the excellent performance of this 
system and the customer oriented service provided by NDS, SWG 
informed Cegelec about a request for quotation (RFQ) for a disk inspection 
system (SIRO-MAN). 

On February 8, 2010, the tender documents were issued together with a 
detailed functional specification.

After 4 weeks of processing on March 10 Actemium Cegelec sent a first 
quotation, including a technical description of the manipulator and all 
necessary components to SWG including a preliminary layout showing the 
system in the dedicated installation area. 
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Execution of the Project

A revised quotation, due to some changes in the functional specification, 
followed at the beginning of May. After four weeks of evaluation by SWG, 
on May 31 a final negotiation took place, where the price and boundary 
conditions were fixed, as well as the qualification procedure, acceptance 
criteria and the delivery time. 

Finally on June 18, the order was placed with the goal, to have operable 
equipment within 10 months.

During the design phase a lively communication between SWG and NDS 
took place, smaller modifications were realized on mutual basis and fixed 
in a joint technical specification.
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Execution of the Project

The installation at Actemium Cegelec´s facility was finished in early 
January 2011; thereafter trials with UT were performed on a test block with 
artificial defects. These were more functional checks of the whole 
equipment, since the capability of the applied UT systems was very well 
known from our earlier projects. 

Scans were performed with two phased array probes, 2 MHz longitudinal 
wave, 0°, 7°, 14°, 21° and 28° and shear wave 35°, 45° and 
60°. In addition the results of scans with conventional probes and 
external pulser / amplifier were compared.
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Execution of the Project

The quality of the results was so good that the Factory Acceptance Test 
(FAT) could successfully be completed on January 28 and a FAT protocol 
was signed. After this, the whole equipment was dismantled and shipped 
to the facility of SWG.

Factory acceptance tests at the facility of the supplier are necessary due to 
following reasons: In order to guarantee a very efficient and smooth 
installation at customer’s site the complete functionality of the equipment is 
verified during the FAT. Potential corrections can be executed in Actemium
Cegelec’s workshop prior to delivery so that fully functional equipment is 
sent to the customer. This makes sure that after installation and 
commissioning the equipment can be brought to commercial use within a 
minimum time frame.
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Execution of the Project

At SWG´s facility the SIRO-MAN was installed within two weeks (April 11th 
–21st), the SAT was successfully performed within one week and a SAT 
protocol was signed on April 29.

Four weeks later the qualification by Siemens could be reached in a first 
attempt and SWG was allowed to integrate the SIRO-MAN into the 
production process.
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Layout of the System

A SIRO – MAN mainly consists of: 
a rotating device; one of the three vertical rollers is driven by an electric 
motor to ensure variable rotation speed of the disks according to the needs
a measuring system with encoder to determine the circumferential position 
of the disk

a magnetic cam and a sensor with tripod to define the 0°position of the 
disk
the inspection column with horizontal boom and swivel unit at the front end
a front end with probe holders / number dependent on inspection 
technique
the supply system for the coupling medium
Other very important parts of the system are manipulator control unit and 
the UT data acquisition and evaluation system. Conventional UT, Phased 
Array (PA) or any combination of both techniques can be used.
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Layout of the System

An overall view of the system is given in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 Main components of a SIRO - MAN
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Results of the Site Acceptance Tests (SAT)

Goal of the SAT was 
to scan a disk with 
artificial defects three 
times and to detect 
the reflectors within 1 
dB. This could be 
obtained without any 
problem.

Fig. 7 Example of test disk with artificial defects 
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Results of the Site Acceptance Tests (SAT)

The results were produced as A-, B-, C- and D-scans

Presentation of 

results (0°long, PA)
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Results of the Site Acceptance Tests (SAT)

The results were produced as A-, B-, C- and D-scans

Presentation of 

results 

(45°shear, PA)
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Measures to Increase the Availability Ratio

In order to increase the availability of our systems, 
two main measures are taken: 

1. Providing an internet access for the operating 
PC / remote operation

2. Use of an uninterruptable power supply (UPS)
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1. Providing an internet access for the 
operating PC / remote operation

Even after proper training of the personnel operation in the 
first weeks is a challenge for the operators and support by 
the manufacturer is looked for. This is one of the reasons 
why NDS installs an internet access to the operating PC of 
the SIRO –MAN which  allows our specialists to work 
directly on the PC in parallel to phone communication with 
the operator and to resolve his problems e.g. by adjusting 
parameter settings. Also software updates can be installed 
via internet.
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2. Use of an uninterruptable power supply 
(UPS)

In the unlikely case of a complete breakdown of the public 
power supply there is a timeframe of 20 minutes available 
to stop the inspection and save all data, collected up to the 
moment of the breakdown. 
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Reduction of Electrical Noise

There is another benefit of the UPS: it normally filters out peaks in 
the grid, produced by the big machines in a forgery, which can 
give reason to high electronic noise or which can cause the data 
recording PC to crash.
The main measure besides the use of specially shielded cables, 
proper grounding of the equipment and low noise drives is the 
mounting of the very compact UT – unit directly on the 
manipulator; by this the analogue cable connections to the UT 
probes can be kept as short as possible; the connection to the 
operating PC (Ethernet / FDDI) is digital and gives therefore no 
reason for capturing electrical noise or disturbances. An additional 
measure to reduce noise is the application of “averaging”, but this 
can have negative influences on the inspection speed, due to the 
appearance of ghost echoes.
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Demanding Acceptance Criteria

The detection target of detecting defects FBH Ø 0.7 mm with 
asignal to noise ratio (SNR) of 6 dB at a sound path of 800 mm 
was noproblem for our system. Advantages can be reached in this 
concern by the application of  PA technique as shown below:

probe sound path detection limit

PA 32 elts, 2 MHz, 45° 1200 mm Ø 0,80 mm

WB 45-2 1200 mm Ø 1,15 mm
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Conclusion

Actemium NDS delivers turnkey systems for the mechanized UT 
inspection of products for the energy industry; Cegelec systems 
are accepted by the three main players on the energy market, 
ALSTOM, GE and Siemens. 

The quality of inspection systems is strongly depending on the 
quality of the operators. Only very well educated and trained UT 
inspectors are a guarantee for the quality of the inspections. For 
this purpose Actemium Cegelec also provides intensive training 
sessions, specially adapted to the knowledge and the background 
of the operators.
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Conclusion

The time from RFQ to commercial operation of the inspection 
system highly depends on the quality of cooperation between the 
manufacturer and the customers, a perfect preparation of 
foundation of the installation area and a detailed planning of 
resources. 

Schmiedewerke Gröditz and Actemium NDS successfully 
executed this perfect cooperation.
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Conclusion

SWG and NDS team after successful SAT
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Thanks for your attention

Actemium NDS Nürnberg
Gutenstetter Straße 14a

D-90449 Nürnberg
info.nds@actemium.de

Actemium
Your partner of choice for advancing technologies


